Technology is seamlessly integrated — accessible at the table top, undermount or drawer — to enhance productivity without compromising design.
Page 5: Highline Fifty Meeting Table, layered White Etched glass top, Polished Chrome base & trim.


Page 7-8: Highline Conference Table, Marble top, Oil Rubbed Bronze edge & base; Highline Credenza, Plain-sliced White Oak case, Marble center section, Oil Rubbed Bronze edge & base; White doors & drawers.

Cover: Highline Fifty Credenza, Umbra Grey case, Polished Chrome trim, Quartered Black Limba doors.
DatesWeiser collaborates with its clients, sharing a design language with choices and solutions that innovate and inspire.
Jim Dates and Allan Weiser made their first prototypes in a garage in Buffalo with a shared ambition to create the finest custom furniture. Thirty-five years later, DatesWeiser continues to build beautifully designed, timeless products. Every piece is impeccably crafted, incorporating technology in discreet, clever ways that never distract from the elegance or power of the design. A vast portfolio of mixed materials and adaptable product lines allow for seamless integration into any environment. Custom solutions and a deep bench of support provide an infinitely broad platform for designers and architects to work with. Collaboration and innovation are second nature — understanding how to interpret client needs is what makes DatesWeiser a trusted partner in the design process and ensures confidence in durable, lasting products that look as good decades later as the day they were installed.
Page 1: Highline Twenty-Five Credenza, Coco case, Plain-sliced White Oak doors & drawers, Oil Rubbed Bronze base & pulls.

Page 3-4: Highline Fifty Conference Table, Caesarstone, Raw Concrete top, Polished Chrome trim, Umbra Grey lower layer & base.

Back Cover: Highline Fifty Conference Table, Rift European White Oak slab top, Oil Rubbed Bronze trim; Highline Twenty-Five Credenza, Rift European White Oak, Polished Chrome base & pulls.